Abstract
This Research entitle: "Influence of Cash and channelled loan to earnings at Koperasi Unit Desa Krai Yosowilangun- Lumajang. Where target of its research this is to know influence is amount of Cash and channelled loan amount to earnings KUD"SRI Tanjung” Krai Yosowilangun Lumajang start year 2003-2005. This research is conducted in Koperasi Unit Desa JL. Prawiro Sujono No 43 Krai Yosowilangun-Lumajang. Type of source of data which used in this research use data of dokumen ter with source of data of mengunakan data of sekunder sekunder,yang obtained byresearcher indirectly throughmedium generally in the form of structured historical report or evidence., note. in archives.
Technics of data analysis use test of regresi obtained that between Cash to loan no influence which this matter signifikan is proven f rrom value of t count ( -0,780) t of tables of (2,042) whereas from test of regresi loan to earnings obtained that no influence which this matter signifikan proven from value of t count(-0,270) t is tables of (2,042).
Whereas result of test assess coeffici ent of determinasi for cash 0,20 to passed to loan koperasi member of KUD Sri Tanjung known equal to 0,20 meaning that the level of influence of cash to passed to loan co-operation member of KUD Sri Foreland equal to 20 % while rest 80% influence of other variable which not check in this research.
Coefficient value of determinasi to the amount of passed to loan Koperasi member of KUD Sri Foreland known equal to 0,002 meaning that the level of influence of passed to loan member to amount of earnings of Koperasi of KUD Sri Foreland equal to 0,02 % while rest 9,8% influence of other variable which not check in this research.
Pursuant to result of research can be concluded namely : pursuant to result of test of regresi yielded that no influence between cash to loan so that Ho accepted and Ha loan variable ditolak,pada that no influence between loan to earnings so that Ho accepted and Ha refused From this result researcher suggest Koperasi management to be can manage capital had to be to be managed better by conductingand efesiensi o efektifitas f, of channeling of loan to be monetary performance Koperasi can mount as a whole so that can be optimal acquirement of earnings amount.